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Tax Insights

Interest-free loans: ATO releases draft guidance

Snapshot
On 12 August 2020, the ATO issued long-awaited transfer pricing guidance on interest-free loans between related
parties, in “Draft Schedule 3 – Interest-free loans” (Draft Schedule) to the ATO’s financing PCG (PCG 2017/4).
The Draft Schedule covers only outbound interest-free loans between related parties for transfer pricing
purposes and focuses on two areas:

1. Factors under which the PCG risk score for outbound interest-free loans with related parties, based on
Schedule 1 of the PCG, might be modified; and

2. Practical guidance as to when the ATO will dedicate resources to review arrangements involving interest-
free loans.

The Draft Schedule also includes a number of examples showing how the framework is intended to operate.

This is a welcome addition to the ATO’s suite of guidance as it is the first time the ATO has formally provided
guidance for interest-free loans since the new transfer pricing rules in Subdivision 815-B came into force.
This guidance is currently in draft, with comments to be submitted to the ATO by 14 October 2020.

Changes to risk rating

The ATO’s proposition is that there is generally a high transfer pricing risk for outbound interest-free loans, on
the basis that independent parties do not generally provide loans on an interest-free basis. Under the risk
framework in Schedule 1 of PCG 2017/4, an outbound interest-free loan would have either an amber (high risk)
or red (very high risk) rating with an automatic score of 10, without consideration of mitigating factors now listed
in the Draft Schedule.
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However, the Draft Schedule provides that the risk rating can be reduced if it can be demonstrated that:
· the zero interest rate is an arm’s length condition of the loan, or
· the loan is in substance an equity contribution, or
· independent entities would not have entered into the actual loan and would have entered into an equity

funding arrangement.

Step 1 – minimum required factors
Where a taxpayer answers ‘yes’ to one of the alternatives for each of the following questions, only three points
(blue zone/low to moderate risk) would be added for the price indicator in the pricing risk score framework,
rather than 10 points (amber zone/high risk) on account of having a zero interest rate on a loan:

(a) Can it be evidenced that:
(i) the rights and obligations of the provider of funds are effectively the same as the rights

and obligations of a shareholder?
or

(ii) the parties had no intention of creating a debt with a reasonable expectation of
repayment and, therefore, did not have the intent of creating a debtor–creditor
relationship?

AND

(b) Can it be evidenced that:
(i) the intentions of the parties are that the funds would only be repaid or interest imputed

at such time that the borrower is in a position to repay?
or

(ii) the borrower is in a position where it has questionable prospects for repayment and is
unable to borrow externally?

The ATO provides guidance on relevant factors to consider for whether the recipient of the interest-free loan
could have borrowed the amount advanced from an independent lender. These factors require an element of
judgement, and include:

· consideration of commercial lending practices of the recipient’s industry, including debt:equity ratios of
comparable industry participants;

· business activities of the recipient, i.e. is the nature of the recipient’s business such that an independent
lender would not advance funds, e.g. a mining business in the prospecting or exploration stage with no
assets and no current revenue streams;

· the financial position of the recipient entity, including the recipient’s creditworthiness, available assets
and cash flows, capability to repay the interest and principal, gearing levels, etc.

Step 2 – Additional factors
The ATO provides further additional factors that may reduce the risk assessment for the interest rate pricing
from three points (blue zone/low to moderate risk) to zero (green zone/low risk). These include:

· Is the non-charging of interest an arm’s length condition? The example provided is an off-take
arrangement where the commercial benefit of interest has been substituted for consideration in another
form (that is, delivery of a commodity/resource being extracted).

· The absence of a fixed maturity date generally indicates no obligation to repay and supports
characterising an advance of funds as equity, and hence a lower risk arrangement.

· If the loan is deeply subordinated, this is indicative that it might be more akin to equity and hence a
lower risk arrangement

· Are there regulatory barriers meaning additional equity could not legally be advanced?
· Where the arrangement has been formally documented as a loan, if the following can be demonstrated

then the arrangement would be considered low risk:
o that the purpose of the loan was to acquire capital assets for the expansion of the core business,
o where it is customary in the applicable industry to enter into longer-term investments,
o there is evidence that the borrower it is not in a position to repay the loan until the project turns

cash flow positive over the long term,
o it is unlikely that the borrower would be able to secure funds externally, and
o the purpose was aligned with the group’s policies and practices in respect of funding needs.
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The ATO considers that the characterisation would not be expected to change over the life of the transaction, i.e.
if it is considered more akin to equity, in the absence of any material amendments to the arrangement, the
characterisation is not expected to change year-on-year.

The ATO also comments that where the arrangement is treated differently for income tax and withholding tax
purposes, that arrangement would be considered high risk.

Evidence
Taxpayers will need to maintain appropriate evidence to support any adjustment to the risk rating for an interest-
free loan. The ATO lists a number of documents to prepare and maintain in the tax file to support the self-
assessed risk zone.

Interest-free loans are quite commonly observed, particularly in certain industry sectors such as energy and
resources. Under the previous transfer pricing rules, the ATO had provided guidance in Taxation Ruling TR 92/11
(TR 92/11) on the circumstances that would support the characterisation of certain interest-free loans as “quasi
equity”, thereby justifying the interest-free nature of such loans under the arm’s length principle.

The ATO comments in the Draft Schedule that there are some circumstances where it may be appropriate to
identify the arm’s length conditions on the basis that the commercial or financial relations comprise an equity
contribution, rather than a loan. This may be the case where:

· although in the form of a loan, the substance of the lending arrangement is an investment of equity, or
· it can be demonstrated that independent entities dealing with each other in comparable circumstances

would not have entered into a loan, but would instead, have entered into an equity funding arrangement.

The Draft Schedule does not set out the parameters for when a transfer pricing analysis of an interest-free loan
ought to be conducted by regarding the transaction as a contribution of equity, however, it does acknowledge
that there are particular circumstances where an outbound interest-free loan is not a high risk for transfer pricing
purposes because it might be established that it is appropriate to compare to an equity contribution.

While the PCG is not intended to provide interpretative guidance, there is much commonality between (i) the
factors to consider for identifying arm’s length conditions under the transfer pricing rules, (ii) the factors to
consider for reducing a PCG risk rating on an interest-free loan and, importantly, (iii) the ‘quasi-equity’ factors
outlined in TR 92/11. The Draft Schedule outlines the following areas as things to consider when applying the
transfer pricing reconstruction provisions:

· The rights of the provider of funds are similar to those of a shareholder, for example, the lender may
have, in relation to the loan, voting rights, a return dependent upon profits, or other rights that usually
attach to equity ownership.

· There is no date for repayment of interest and principal, and no reasonable expectation of repayment
until the borrower is able to generate positive cash flows.  For example, the funds are used for the
prospecting or exploration stage of a mining business and the entity has no assets that could be provided
as security nor does it have any present income flows from which it could make repayments.

· The rights to repayment are deeply subordinated below that of other lenders. For example, there is
existing third-party senior debt secured against assets which would rank higher than the interest-free
loan.

· There is evidence to demonstrate that the borrower could not reasonably borrow the amount from an
arm’s length independent lender on commercial terms.

In contrast, if the taxpayer cannot apply the factors described above, the implication is that the taxpayer must
impute an arm’s length interest rate on the loan if it wishes to move the risk to the green zone, and report the
additional imputed interest income on the tax return.

Examples

The ATO has included four examples of Australian parented groups providing interest-free loans to their overseas
subsidiaries. These examples cover the mining industry (example 1), manufacturing company (example 2),
infrastructure (example 3) and commercial property management (example 4).

The examples step through the application of the minimum required factors, and it is clear from the application
of the framework that each case needs to be assessed on its specific facts and circumstances. Whilst the common
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theme is that it is critical to assess the viability of the recipient to repay the funding, each example provides
something specific:

· The mining example provides useful guidance for when an interest-free loan made to a subsidiary in the
development phase might be appropriately considered as low risk

· The manufacturing example provides useful commentary on when an interest-free loan to a subsidiary
in a strong financial position would still be considered high risk

· The infrastructure example provides useful guidance for when an interest-free loan made to a subsidiary
that is only expected to make positive cash flows in many years in the future might be appropriately
considered as low risk

· The commercial property management example provides useful commentary that simply ‘switching-off’
interest on an interest-bearing loan when the borrower is in financial difficulty might not reduce the risk
of the arrangement, unless the taxpayer was able to demonstrate evidence that commercial practices at
the time involved forbearance, with commercial lenders pausing or deferring the payment of interest,
principal, and that those circumstances are sufficiently comparable to the taxpayer’s circumstances.

Final observations

The Draft Schedule provides long-awaited guidance on the ATO’s position on interest-free loans. The
considerations outlined by the ATO are broadly consistent with commentary previously made by the ATO in
TR 92/11, which is positive as it provides on-going consistency for taxpayers.

In addition, the ATO has provided a useful framework, with some worked through examples, for when the PCG
risk rating of interest-free loans can be reduced to the blue zone (low to moderate risk) or green zone (low risk).

We recommend that taxpayers with outbound interest-free loans consider their positions in light of this new
guidance. Moreover, given the highly subjective nature of the relevant considerations vis-à-vis interest-free
loans, a careful analysis of a taxpayer’s specific facts should be undertaken, while contemporaneous
documentation and supporting evidence should be maintained as to why the loan is classified as interest-free at
the time of entering into the loan agreement. All of this will be critical in supporting positions of lower risk, if
adopted.
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